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Introduction to Public Policy  

Class 9 

 

Evidence-based policy making 

Policy experiments 

• Scientific method as an analogy for policy 

making 

• We test drugs before we give them to 

people…why don’t we test policies? 

• Why don’t we roll out policies to allow for with-

without experimental designs? 

• Why don’t we continue to collect data after large-

scale implementation and monitor results? 
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John Stuart Mill 

“There is always need of 

persons not only to discover 

new truths, and point out 

when what were once truths 

are true no longer, but also to 

commence new practices, and 

set the example of more 

enlightened conduct, and 

better taste and sense in 

human life.”  

Problem: Is it ethical to experiment 

on people? 

• Case of African children and textbooks: is it right 

to deny some children books in order to conduct 

and experiment? 

• Is it ethical to randomize sentencing for drug 

users in order to conduct an experiment? 

• When would it be unethical to vary conditions for 

the sake of an experiment and when is it OK? 
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Problem: People interpret the 

“evidence” differently 

• Society is not a laboratory: there are always 

extenuating circumstances that are not “in the 

model” 

• Example of High Speed Rail: The project may 

not pay off, but national prestige is also at issue 

• Climate change: even when confronted with hard 

scientific evidence, some people will not believe 

it. 

People and institutions have 

interests 

• Example: Speed cameras in the UK to reduce 

speeding and save lives 

• Example: Needs testing of new retail 

establishments in Vietnam 

• Example: Trans-Pacific Partnerhship “yarn-

forward” rules 
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Problem: Politicians may not 

understand the results 
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Problem: Policy is also about values 

• The analogy between science and policy is not 

perfect: people are not just objects to be 

experimented on 

– Public participation as a value in itself 

– Values shape the means and ends of policy 

– There may or may not be a consensus on these values. 

• Many (most?) policies are about values, not 

outcomes?  

– Gay marriage as a clear example of “values” politics 

–  But also issues like freedom of movement 
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Is evidence-based policy making a 

worthwhile objective? 

• Success stories? 

• Relevance of the scientific method for policy 

making and politics 

• Rule of experts versus rule of the people? 

• Competition of ideas vs. central control of ideas? 

 


